We give (Theorem 1) conditions on a knot on which Morton-Franks-Williams inequality is not sharp. As applications, we construct several infinite sequences of knots where the MFW inequality fails and also prove (by giving examples) that the deficit of the inequality can be arbitrarily large.
Introduction.
The Morton-Franks-Williams (MFW) inequality [3] , [1] , is one of the few tools available in knot theory to estimate the minimal braid index of a knot or a link.
To state the MFW inequality, let K be an oriented knot or link projected on a plane. Focus on one crossing of K with sign ε. Denote K ε := K and let K −ε (resp. K 0 ) be the closed braid obtained from K ε by changing the the crossing to the opposite sign −ε (resp. resolving the crossing), see The HOMFLY polynomial P K (v, z) of K satisfies the following relations (for any choice of a crossing):
(1.1) 
As a corollary,
giving a lower bound for the braid index of K.
This inequality was the first known result of a general nature relating to the computation of braid index, and it appeared to be quite effective. Jones notes, in [2] , that on all but five knots in the standard knot table, up to crossing number 10, the MFW inequality is sharp. The five on which it fails to be sharp are given in Table ( 1.4) below, along with some data which we will use later: However, the MFW inequality is not as strong as it appears to be from Jones' data. In fact, in Corollary 1, Theorem 2 and Theorem 3, we give infinitely many examples of knots on which the MFW inequality is not sharp and is arbitrarily far away from being an equality. All these examples are obtained as corollaries of our main result (Theorem 1), in which we give one reason to explain failure of the MFW inequality.
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2 One reason for failure of the MFW inequality.
In this section, we first give necessary conditions for a closed braid on which the MFW inequality is not sharp in Theorem 1. Next, we verify that four knots 9 42 , 9 49 , 10 150 , 10 156 in Table ( 1.4) satisfy our necessary conditions. And at the end (Corollary 1), based on these study, we give infinitely many examples of knots on which the MFW inequality is not sharp.
Let b K , c K denote the braid index and the algebraic crossing number of the closed braid K.
Theorem 1 Let K be a closed braid and assume that positive (resp. negative) destabilization cannot be applied to K. Focus on one crossing of K and construct K + , K − , K 0 (one of the three must be K). Let α, β, γ ∈ {+, −, 0} and α = β = γ = α. If K α = K and if positive (resp. negative) destabilization is applicable at least once to each of K β and K γ , then we have
i.e., the MFW inequality (1.2) is not sharp on K.
We need a lemma to prove the theorem:
Lemma 1 Let K be a closed braid. Choose one crossing, and construct K + , K − , K 0 (one of the three must be K). We have
Proof of Lemma 1: By (1.1), we have
} and we obtain (2.3). The other results follow similarly.
We also need to know the behaviors of c, b, c−b+1, c+b−1 under stabilization and destabilization of a closed braid. See the following table:
Note that braid isotopy and exchange moves change neither c nor b.
Now we are ready to prove the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 1: Suppose that K α = K + . Suppose we can apply positive destabilization k-times (k ≥ 1) to K − . LetK − denote the closed braid by the destabilization. Then we have:
The first equality holds since K − andK − have the same knot type. The first inequality is the MFW inequality. The second equality follows from Table (2.7) .
Similarly, if we can apply positive destabilization l-times (l ≥ 1) to K 0 , and obtainK 0 , we have
By (2.3), (2.8) and (2.9) we get
When K α = K − or K α = K 0 , the same arguments work (use (2.4) or (2.5) for these cases in the place of (2.3)) and we get (2.1).
The other inequality (2.2) also holds by the identical argument.
We define a Type A (resp. B) block-strand diagram as in the left (resp. right) sketch of Figure 2 . Knots 9 42 , 10 156 are of Type A, and 9 49 , 10 150 are of Type B. (resp. K A 0 ) can be negatively (resp. positively) destabilized to a 3-braid. If K = K + = 9 42 (resp. 10 156 ), then K A − = (9 42 ) − (resp. (10 156 ) − ) can be positively destabilized Thus, 9 42 , 10 156 satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1, i.e., the MFW inequality is not sharp on them.
The identical argument works for Type B block-strand diagram. Namely, let K B + , K B − , K B 0 be as in the sketches in Figure 4 . Again, K B − (resp. K B 0 ) can be negatively (resp. positively) destabilized. If K = K + = 9 49 (resp. 10 150 ), then K B − = (9 49 ) − (resp. (10 150 ) − ) can be positively destabilized. Thus 9 49 , 10 150 satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1, and the MFW inequality is not sharp on them. Figure 5 , the MFW inequality cannot be sharp.
Corollary 1 On all the closed braids as in

Remark 1
Braids (1), (2), (3) are of type A and (4) has type B. More precisely, 9 42 is a special case of (1), braids (2) and (3) are obtained by generalizing 10 156 , and 9 49 , 10 150 are special cases of (4).
3 The deficit of the MFW inequality.
We use b 0 for the minimal braid index of a knot K. Let c, d ± be as in the former sections.
Definition 1 Let
Figure 5: Examples of braids on which MFW inequality is not sharp, where (1) n =odd, (2) n =odd, (3) n =even, (4) n + m =odd.
be the difference of the numbers in (1.3), and call it the deficit of the MFW inequality for K.
In this section, we investigate the deficit. If ∆ K = 0, the MFW inequality is sharp on K. When K has a braid representative B with the minimal braid index b 0 and the algebraic crossing number c, let ∆ . Note that ∆ ± B depends on choice of braid representative B, the deficit ∆ K is independent from it. If we were able to prove the invariance of the algebraic crossing number at the minimal braid index, then ∆ ± B could be also independent from choice of B and we should denote it by ∆ ± K . Table ( 1.4) shows example of knots whose deficits are 1 or 2. Furthermore we have:
Theorem 2 For an arbitrary positive integer n, there is a knot whose deficit is ≥ n.
Proof: We prove the theorem by exhibiting examples. Let k ∈ N be a natural number. Let (9 42 ) 2k−1 (resp. (9 42 ) 2k ) be the closure of the braid as in the sketch (2) (resp. (3) ) of Figure 6 . Note that (9 42 ) n is a knot (having single component) for any n ∈ N. Recall that we have shown in We enumerate several properties of the BM diagram:
Birman and Menasco discovered that the five knots in Table ( (0, * , * , * ), ( * , 0, * , * ), ( * , * , 0, * ), ( * , * , * , 0), (1, * , * , * ), ( * , * , * , 1), ( * , −1, * , * ), ( * , * , −1, * ).
Proof: The passage from the left sketch of Figure 8 to the right demonstrates that BM 0, * , * , * can be destabilized to a 3-braid. We can also check the other cases similarly. Proof: If x + w = odd, to make BM x,y,z,w a knot, y + z has to be an even number. Then we have the first four cases in the list. If x + w = even, then both x and y have to be odd, otherwise BM x,y,z,w has more than one component. Also, it requires that y + z = odd, which gives the last two cases in the list. The condition αβγδ = 0 is necessary to avoid the cases in the list of Claim 3.
We have the following theorem, which was conjectured informally by Birman and Menasco:
Theorem 3 If (x, y, z, w) has one of the types in the list of Claim 4, then the MFW inequality is not sharp on BM x,y,z,w .
Proof: Change the BM diagram into the diagram in sketch (1) of Figure 9 by braid isotopy and denote it by K. Focus on the crossing shaded in the sketch (1). Regard K = K − . We can apply positive destabilization once to K + and obtain the diagram in sketch (2-2). We also can apply positive destabilization once to K 0 as we can see in the passage from sketch (3-1) ⇒ (3-2) ⇒ (3-3). Therefore, thanks to Theorem 1, the result follows. 
